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North Pacific subtropical gyre super-bloom

Chow et al. (2019)

June 18-25, 2010
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North Pacific subtropical gyre super-bloom

Chow et al. (2019)

June 18-25, 2010
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May 25 - June 1, 2010



Failure to bloom: California Current
climatology, 1993-2004
2005

adapted from Barth et al. (2007)



Failure to bloom Super bloom! 
climatology, 1993-2004
2005

adapted from Barth et al. (2007)



CESM2 generates bloom extremes

February 26, 2019 chlorophyll anomalies
CESM2 SMYLE FOSI 
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Bloom extremes are potentially predictable

CESM2-SMYLE super-bloom predictability



Bloom extremes are potentially predictable

CESM2-SMYLE super-bloom predictability

Can we improve our bloom extreme forecasts 
by initializing them with a data-assimilated 
state that incorporates satellite chlorophyll 

observations?  



Our plan
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Our plan requires significant computational resources 
and builds on anticipated CESM3-SMYLE efforts

Data assimilation
Nyrs x Nens x hours

25  x  40  x  4,000

= 4 million core hours

To create a chlorophyll-assimilated, initialized CESM3-SMYLE
over 1997-2024:

CESM3-SMYLE

Nyrs x  Nens  x     Ninit      x   hours

25  x  10  x  1 (May?) x 40,000

= 10 million core hours



Summary

Phytoplankton bloom extremes 
can have significant impacts on 

ocean ecosystem health.

CESM2-SMYLE indicates that the bloom extremes are 
potentially predictable in advance, and forecast skill may 

be improved by chlorophyll assimilation. 

We are developing a plan to 
assimilate chlorophyll into the 
CESM3-SMYLE forecast system  



The End!



Backup slides



Benefits of assimilating chlorophyll

“Annual primary production estimates 
produced a nearly 50% improvement by the 
assimilation model over the free-run model.”

“[Assimilation produces] an 
improvement in total chlorophyll and … 
individual phytoplankton groups.”



Benefits of assimilating chlorophyll

“Annual primary production estimates 
produced a nearly 50% improvement by the 
assimilation model over the free-run model.”

“[Assimilation produces] an 
improvement in total chlorophyll and … 
individual phytoplankton groups.”

Do the benefits of 
assimilating chlorophyll 

translate into forecast skill?



CESM2 has large chlorophyll biases

Clow et al. (in prep.)



Physical oceanography: Initializing with a data-
assimilated state improves forecast skill

Yeager et al. (2017)

SST in the Subpolar North Atlantic



Biogeochemical oceanography: Initializing 
with FOSI improves predictability

Brady et al. (2020)
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